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In international science landscape ecology is much discussed in recent 
years, this being considered a new branch of an interdisciplinary character. 
In so dolng it is gone out from the term and not from the orientation 
existing in geography since the times of A. von Humboldt. In the past cen- 
tury this research dlrection was named landscape physiology and the last 
one, i. e. landscape ecology, was obtained in 1939. Landscape ecology was 
formed as a research direction aimed at studying the balance of processes 
in the landscape, the processes being the basis of solving relationship's 
between man and his environment. With this dimension landscape ecology 
acquires a significant sociál chargé and becomes basic tool in solving ra- 
tional utilization of the landscape. Its centrál concept is landscape poten- 
tial assLgning it a prognostic character.

Within International science, particularly in biological branches, or in those 
dosely cooperating with biology in recent years landscape ecology is múch 
discussed as a new branch of an interdisciplinary character. In so doing land
scape ecology is not interpreted in its true orientation, its soientific substance 
is mistaken considering it a new revelatiion of biologico-ecological Sciences 
and concluding that the holistic approach (substantially employed in ecology) 
is a new, progressive attainment of contemporary ecology, however, omitting 
the true task of the practice research considered as a theoretical enrichment of 
science, etc. (see e. g. publlcations by Z. Naveh, A. S. Lieberman 1984 and 
others, too).
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY

In the development of science since the times of the bldom of antique cul- 
ture in ancient Greece there was a branch aimed at the surroundtng materiál 
reality from a complex view, studying the surrounding landscape or environ
ment as a whole of abiotic, and cultural elements. In dependence on developr 
mental level of human knowledge this whole was approached as a sum of ele
ments, mutual dependences and correlations being revealed gradually and in 
this way conditions for a systém conceiving of the landscape were formed. 
Within this branch dynamically developing and named geography since the 
beginnings, since it was aimed at recognizing the Earth, which is inhabited by 
man forming a civilization, varilous directions were formed successively. At 
the same time the holistic approach and empirie methods of investigqtion were 
characteristic for this branch in the past.

Under the influence of the Ist industrial revolution, which conditioned the 
development of new directions in science, above all in physics, along with 
descrlptive methods (it is to be pointed out that well-worked out and exact) 
new views of the landscape began to be born, the landscape being since the 
beginnings of thils science its main and fundamental subject of investigating. 
One of the new views of the landscape under the influence of the development 
of recognizing both the dynamics of natural processes and functionlng of or
ganisme was landscape physiology (A. Guyot 1849) in American science. In 
the Old Continent landscape physiology was developed, for instance, by L. 
Waibel (1928, 1933) and J. Grand (1929), according to the latter landscape 
physiology examines dynamlc acting and mutual connections between various 
phenomena in the landscape.

In the thlrties of this century the American concept of ecology began to de- 
velop rapidly in European science. W. Tansley (1936) formulated the notion 
of ecosystem, which up to this time is the basic notion of ecology and denotes 
a dynamic whole forming a sectlon of the biosphere. Under the influence of 
the development of landscape ecology in the latě thirties of this century the^ 
Germán geographer C. Troll formed the term of landscape ecology and by it 
the denoted determination of the character of various abiotic factors by means 
of evaluting vegetation on aerial photographs and laying out landscape areas 
by means of this proceduře. After a long-lastlng interval, in 1950 he published 
an essential study about the landscape, in which he bears a new, more suitably 
outlined conception of landscape ecology. In the new conceiving it was aimed; 
at studying the site, beiíng based on Tansley’s concept of ecosystem. The space 
of ecosystem in the earth’s surface was named ecotope by C. Troll, which ought 
to be the basic cell of the landscape.

As written by C. Troll in 1970, he had tried to integrate geographical and 
ecologlcal approaches with the research of natural phenomena by means of 
landscape ecology. According to this author, the geographical approach is 
aimed at regional differentiation of spaces of the Earth, its aim lying in re
cognizing mutual acting of natural phenomena in space. On the contrary, the 
ecological approach is aimed at functional dependences on vertical cross-sec- 
tion of the biosphere, i. e. between elements of different natural character. Its 
aim lies in recognizing mutual acting of natural phenomena in a smáli site 
(within an ecotope). '
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The first criticism addressed toi the term of landscape ecology and its aiming 
was expressed by E. Winkler (1949). He reminded that if we are to respect the 
meaning of the term of landscape ecology, then it necessarily must denote the 
study of relationshSps between the landscape and its surroundings and that 
this term would make only misunderstandings in the future. At the same time 
he emphasizéd that the research dihection that C. Troll wants to represent 
with landscape ecology, i. e. the research of the systém of relationships in the 
landscape with its spatial manifestations, is not anything new in geography. 
In so doing he pointed out to landscape physiology above mentioned. Také it 
all round this opMon is confirmed by the works of A. von Humboldt.

Landscape ecology as a hopeful direction, in its aiming at the dynamic land
scape systém able to utilize results about the environment from various scien- 
tific disciplines, possesses all the conditions to become an efficlent scientific 
tool especially for applying scientific knowledge in sociál practice. This, ho
wever, requlred an arrangement of its terminology. Particularly it concerned 
the Germán expression „Landschaft“, which is untranslatabíe into English 
(,,landscape“ has another meaning). Therefore in 1970 C. Troll suggested to 
rename landscape ecology to geoecology.

The term of landscape ecology caught quickly above all in Germán geo- 
graphy. After the first works by E. Paffen (1948, 1953) and J. Schmlthusen 
(1948) a bulk of works from the sphere of geographical workplaces in Leipzlg 
and Dresden under E. Neef’s leadership appeared after 1960 (1962, 1963, 1964, 
1967, and so on). Gradually it penetrated to the FRG, Swltzerland, Austrla, 
Netherlands, Czechoslovakia and other countries.

If we analýze the definitions and characteristics of landscape ecology in the 
authors that formed it as a scientifiic direction, or done as a disciplině and 
established within the systém of Sciences (more accurately in geography), i. e. 
in E. Neef and his followers, we can state that in its reál form as it developed 
and realized itselt it differs strikingly from the ideas of its founder C. Troll. 
In E. Neef et al. (1973) it is defined as „ ... a direction in landscape research, 
which sets up both an analysls and an integrating approach to complex actings 
of components of the geocomplex and thus the elucidatlon of the natural ba
lance as matter and energetic balances into the cruoijal point, further also an 
ascertainment of interventions of society into the landscape (landscape space) 
as taking into account the changes in matter and energetic quantities“. A more 
accurate deflnitlon of landscape ecology as a research direction aimed at the 
dynamics of processes in the landscape is quoted in a dictionary of geography 
(W. Tietze ed. 1968—1970): „The research .. . of landscape balance (Land- 
schaftshaushalt), the recognizing of causes and connections in its manifold 
possibilities of forming itself, of being disturbed etc. is the essential task of 
geography. According to the origln from various spheres (physical, biotic, an- 
thropogenlc ones) and owing to mutual acting of geofactors various notions 
háve been formed, parallel by the contents, as landscape physiology, further 
dynamic, or functional approach. The notion today widely accepted goes out 
from the image of natural landscape balance and therefore it is spoken of 
landscape ecology, first time by C. Troll (1939, 1943) within widening Haeckeľs 
concept of ecology into an integratlve complex of mutually connected natural 
factors.“

Specialists in landscape ecology reminded that direction of research differed



itself from the conceiiving of biological ecology. H. Klink (1964), one of the 
most significant West-German authors in that field, writes: „Ecological geo- 
botany examines relationships between individual plants and different vegeta
tion associations on one hand, and particular factors of their environment 
on the other... Landscape ecology, on the contrary, examines the kind and 
distribution oí various landscape factors and correlations Between them. All 
the natural given facts in the given space of the Earth are, at the same time, 
determined qualitatively and as far as possiible also quantitatively, and their 
acting is mediated to the physiognomy of landscape spaces ... Landscape 
ecology is, in this way, substantively more extensive than bioecology ... it is 
particular about „the total character (Alexander vdn Humboldt) of the Earth’s 
spaces. H. Leser (1976) remarks, that „ ... ecologies that appeared in forelgn 
(i. e. extra-German, a note by the authors) areas háve methodically, methodo- 
logically and practically only hardly anything common with the continental- 
-European way of looking úpon landscape ecology as well as with the landsca
pe as a spatial-natural-scientifíc problém with a substantial anthropogenic 
stamping“ adding that „landscape ecologies developing in the other (non-geo- 
graphical, a note by the authors) branches confirm its geographical character 
best.“ Also H. Langer (1970) mentions that landscape ecology is substantially 
determined by the geographico-spatial moment.

The specificity of landscape ecology is formed by its aimiiing at the dyna
mics of processes in the landscape. Nevertheless, using ecological terminolo- 
gical means causes misunderstandings within the landscape-ecological rese^ 
arch, since they were formed owing to other scientific aims. J. Schmithíisen 
(1976) wrote in that čase; „Of the causes of these misunderstandings it may 
be said as follows; Carl Troll who Introduced the term of landscape ecology 
meant by this fact ecology in the sense of biological scientific concept as the 
research of relationships between Ufe and environment. Others . .. took a 
wrong turn to a „doctri'ne of landscape balance“ in translating from landscape 
ecology and the word of ecology in wrong assuming that M means balance 
they used as an obiectlve notion of matter and energetic exchange in geosyner- 
getic Systems. They speak about this ecology also in anorganic landscapes, in 
which there are no relationships between Ufe and environment. To be súre, 
the word of landscape balance án itself indeed does not provide an Incentive 
to be restrlcted to the relationship between Ufe and environment.“

CONTEMPORARY TENDENCIES AND THE SIGNIFICANCE OF LANDSCAPE 
ECOLOGY FOR SCIENCE AND SOCIÁL PRACTICE

Landscape ecology relatively rapidly reorlentated itself from the problems 
of classifying natural areas in the beginnings of its existence to studying na
tural processes and theiír balance, too. In the oourse of the sixties this study 
was utilized more and more to solve the relationship between man and envir 
ronment, so that gradually landscape ecology became basis and inštrument for 
forming environment and rational spatial organization of the environment. 
This fact is a consequence of the fact that landscape ecology has developed 
in Európe, in which both the landscape and natural processes are under a 
heavy influence of man. A great role has been played here also by sociál re- 
quirements to science, námely in solving acute problems resulting from the



conflicts within the relationship between man and environment. They are not 
only the problems of air and water pollution with emissions, the soil degraded 
by intensive agricultural large-scale productfon, but also above all problems 
of spatial organization of the environment, resulting above all from both an 
expansive and disproportional urbanlzation and non-balanced social-economlc 
activities in the landscape space (E. Mazúr 1977).

The contemporary globál problems of mankind not only in advanced indus- 
trialized countries of Európe and North America (the environment immodera- 
tely technicized), but also in the developing countries (due to a heavy destruc- 
tion of the btosphere owing to overcrowding in population) are a great stimu- 
lans for the development of landscape eoology in the world-wiilde view.

Landscape ecology has been able to react very efficiently and promptly to 
the needs of sociál practice, because it has developed the approach to the land
scape as a dynamic spatial systém of phenomena of both natural and socio- 
-economic character, which is bound to the earth’s surface. It is variable in 
time (landscape variability] and in space (landscape diversity).

A landscape exists objectively and independently on man, because it came 
to existence and was developing to the present-day physicogeographical form 
long before man appeared. Man appeared only amidst interacting elements 
within a highly organized natural landscape systém. He ils a subsequent phe- 
nomenon in the landscape. He does not make conditions for existence of na
tural elements, but he does depend upon them. A landscape is an existing basis 
of man, a source of his life. Man was bom in it, inhabiiting and utilizing it. He 
is both its inhabitant and user.

The relationship between man and the landscape is considerably ambivalent. 
On one hand, man is a systém element of the landscape, while on the other 
man appears in relationship to the landscape not only as a component, but 
also as a recognizing, evaluating, using, planning and deciding subject. From 
this fact it results that if man manipulates the landscape, automatically he 
manipulates with himself, too. On one hand, a landscape í's a source for man 
to be satisfied from the viewpoint of biological requirements, while on the 
other, it itself is an object of formation and transformation according to the 
socihl-economic requirements.

Very significant approach of landscape ecology to the landscape is that con
sidering the landscape as a home of man (J. Drdoš, E. Mazúr, J. Urbánek 1980). 
This significance increases along with the degree of „a denaturalization“ and 
with Increasing technicization of the landscape. In addition, there is landscape 
space being reduced relatively due to both being fllled with the works of man 
and acceleration of the transportation means (E. Mazúr 1977), and further 
there are both destruction and homogenization of the structure due to remo- 
ving diversity in the landscape. Consequently man ffs increasingly getting 
estranged in relation to the landscape as well as he is aquiring a feeling bf 
home loss. Thus landscape ecology reacts in this approach to the most intimate 
human feelings, where man has been lost in the activiity by technology.

The enforcement of landscape ecology as a basic human „criterion“ in rela
tion to the environment at present does not mean a unilateral emphasization 
of nátuře protection to the detriment of socio-eoonomic develqpment. Landsca
pe ecology has formulated the notion of landscape potentiíal (E. Mazúr, J. Dr
doš 1984) due to a well-balanced nátuře and society development.



The landscape potentlal expresses a precondition of the landscape to fulfil 
functions required from it by man. These preconditions of the landscape (as 
consisting of man, his home as well as the object of his work) result from 
both the properties of landscape’s natural structure, the properties of the so- 
cial-economic sphere, and also from the whole-society interest of man in pro- 
tectlng the long-term reproductlon ability of the landscape [E. Mazúr 1977] in 
harmony with the subsistential interest of man in keeping his future. Very 
significant role is played in this čase by the knowledge of socio-economlc acti- 
vity limits resulting from the specificity of natural structure of the landscape. 
It is the conception oí landscape potential that substitutes the obsolete con^ 
ception of natural resource, which was topical in the period of a qualitatively, 
lower degree in the development of production forces, when man co-existed 
with the landscape and did not live and develop his activities to the detriment 
of it. The conception of natural resource is based on the sectorial develop
ment of society, on egoistic interests of individuals and also sociál groups. 
Thus the present-day stage in the development of production forces as well 
as the globál problems concerning the landscape destruction call for overco- 
ming the sectorial approach to society’s development and for substituting it 
by an integrative approach (E. Mazúr 1977).

The landscape potential represents a quantity of a strikingly dynamic 
character, dependent on landscape changes, but particularly on the deve
lopment of the needs and value orientatlons of society. The landscape 
potential as the centra! notion in landscape ecology asslgns a strikingly prog
nostic character. In this way landscape ecology becomes a tool of the most 
Progressive tendencies in the development of society on a qualitative higher 
level of the sociál development.

IS LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY A GEOGRAPHICAL RESEARCH DIRECTION, OR 
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH PROGRAMME?

We háve mentioned that landscape ecology is a contemporary, modem in- 
tegrated direction in landscape resarch within geography. The fact this dli- 
rection has acquired to all appearance a non-geographical name is a conse
quence of the given social-political conditions in the pre-war Germany, where 
new directions were looked for to substitute the older ones. A great role was 
played by a wave fashlonable of that time in Germán science, námely the 
found-agaln ecology (not the science is resistant to fashionable waves, one it 
is ecology, then quantitative methods, then informatics, cybernetics, etc.). It 
is no chance, too, that the term of landscape ecology began to spread in Euro
pean geography in the course of the sixties. The development of new exact 
branches Inevitably influenced the geographical methodology. Both the method 
and the object of geography were exactized rapidly. In connection with this 
fact the static views and approaches were to be substituted with those more 
dynamic. A starting point was offered by the study of natural processes and 
their balance.

The geographers in the GDR under the leadership of E. Neef aimed at the 
study of natural processes and on the basis of them they laid out landscape 
taxa of various ranks. These problems were denoted landscape ecology by 
them.
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The violently exploding ecological problems in the form of beginning heavy 
crises in relationship between man and environment since the sixties not only 
in the advanced industrialized countries, but also in the developing ones with 
their increasing absolute, but particularly relative overcrowding laid urgent 
requirements before the science to soive them. The want of time to work out 
procedures and programmes, which would go Out from their own theoretical 
and methodological sources, urged specialists from applied Sciences (agricul- 
turalists, urbanists, water-economists, etc.] and also from basic Sciences (bio
logy, ecology) to také such tools that had exilsted in science. Landscape eco^ 
logy was a very suitable instrument for these purposes. Its aiming at the ba
lance of processes is a basis that the relationship between man and his envf- 
ronment cannot be solved operatively without. It was suitable also from the 
terminological viewpoint, since in its name the word ecology occurs as a pro
file term, while on the other hand the word landscape — as an expression from 
a wide vocabulary and at last — which is essential — with its integrate appro
ach it corresponds to contemporary needs to solve in a complex way the rela
tionship between man and the environment not from a therapeutic, but above 
all from a preventive-prognostic viewpoint [E. Mazúr 1977). Landscape ecolo
gy with these own aspects has offered very suitable chances for specialists 
not only from the basic Sciences — geographers, biologists, hydrologists, cli- 
matologists, etc., but also tbose from the applied Sciences — agriculturalists, 
urbanists, forest-economists, etc. to joSti its research programme. This chance 
has been utilized very intensively particularly in the course of the seventies 
and the eighties.

Thánk to the development mentioned landscape ecology has acquired two 
aspects. From the viewpoint of the mother science — geography, in which it 
was born and whose inseparable constituent it is with its character, theory and 
methodology, landscape ecology is a resarch direction of geography. This re
search direction is nothiing new and has been developing in geography since 
the times of Alexander von Humboldt. On the other hand, from the viewpoint 
of a wider spectrum of specialists from various fields of both the basic and 
applied Sciences, which treat it at least by word, landscape ecology is an in
terdisciplinary research programme. Concerning the latter the spatial accent 
is characteristic, however, also in this conceiving and thus the geographical 
character continues to be its substance.

It is possible that landscape ecology wiill become self-standing formally in 
the future as an interdisciplinary scientific branch on environment, which 
essentially will be of geographical character, because without the geographical 
theoretico-methodological basis it is impossible to solve environmental problems, 
particularly in the globál extent and just this is the most topical at present. 
This possibility is indicated by contemporary trend in international, especially 
however in Anglo-Saxon geography, námely that of concentration to sociál 
problems only, the successful solution of which is the key to keep further this 
„green planet“ and thus also to survival of the mankind. The protection of 
nátuře and ecology alone are not able to fulfil this task sufficiently. Profiling 
within contemporary modem geography as sociál science accelerates land
scape ecology to be selfstanding. On the other hand, one can hear the voices 
pressing more and more from the slde of more profoundly cogitating landscape 
ecologists requiring a ,,sociologization“ within this research direction, too.
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Emil Mazúr, Ján Drdoš

KRAJINNÁ EKOLÓGIA — GEOGRAFICKÝ VÝSKUMNÝ SMER 
ALEBO INTERDISCIPLINÁRNY VÝSKUMNÝ PROGRAM?

Krajinná ekológia je v súčasnosti najdiskutovanejšou témou vo vedách zaoberajú
cich sa prostredím. Podlá geografov je to špecifické výskumné zameranie geografie, 
podľa biológov a ekológov predovšetkým nová vedná disciplína, podfa odborníkov naj
mä zo spoločenskej praxe interdisciplinárny vedný program.

V geografii sa prinajmenej od čias A. von Humboldta rozvíja smer zameraný na kra
jinu, ktorý vyzdvihuje jej dynamiku a premenlivosť. Nazýval sa krajinná fyziológia 
(v 19. storočí) a v druhej polovici nášho storočia ako krajinná ekológia (podľa G. Trol
la z r. 1939), ako dynamický alebo funkčný prístup.
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Exaktizácia metód v geografii vyvolaná rozvojom nových vedných odvetví v oJbdobí 
vědeckotechnického rozvoja, t. j. po roku 1950, sposobilia vo výskume krajiny zdôraz
ňovanie studia procesov a ich bilancovanie. Problematika sa začala označovať ako. 
krajinná ekológia. Tento smer rozpracovaním systémového přístupu ku krajine, štú
diom jej dynamiky a vzťahov človek—krajina sa stal klučovým nástrojom na riešenie 
problémov prostredia ako interdisciplinárneho problému. To spôsobilo, že vedné od
vetvia zaoberajúce sa prostredím, teda popri geografii najmä biológia, ekológia í apli
kovaný výskum, siahli po krajinnej ekológii, považujúc ju za niečo nové, doteraz ne
poznané. Prienik krajinnej ekológie do rôznych odvetví umožnil aj jej názov, přijatelný 
pre široké spektrum odborníkov. Krajinná ekológia tak získala dva aspekty — z hľa
diska geografie ako špecifický výskumný smer zameraný nia procesy v krajine za úče
lom tvorby racionálnej priestorovej organizácie krajiny, z hľadiska aplikovaného vý
skumu ako interdisciplinárny program, nia ktorom sa môžu podieľať najrôznejšie od
vetvia zaoberajúce sa prostredím.

3MMJib Masy p, Hh Xlpflom

JlAHflinAcŕTHAií 3KOJIOrM5I — TEOrPAcDHHECKOE 
MCCJIEflOBATEJIbCKOE HADPABIIEHME 

MBM MHTEPflMCĽÍMnJIMHAPHAíI MCCJIEflOBATEJIbCKAH
nPOEPAMMA?

JlaHfluiacjiTHas oKOJiorMs — axo b uacTOsmiec bpcmh HanSojiee ,ciMCKy™poBaHHaa reivia 
B uayKax, sanMMaiomHxcsi cpe.iioň. flo mhchmk) reorpacJiOB axo cnepncJiMHecKoe nccjie- 
flOBaxejibCKoe HanpaBjíeHwe reorpa4)i'iM, no muchmio ônoaoroB m OKOJioroB oxo, npe>Kae 
Bcero, HOBas HayuHaa flMcnnnjiHHa n no mhchjikj cnepwaJiMcxoB m3 ccjjcpbi oômecxBCH- 
HOii npaKXMKM 3X0 MHxepÄHcpMnjiMHapHaa HayuHaa nporpaMMa.

B reorpacjjMM, MnnniviyM co BpcMen A. ryiviSoJibflxa, pasBMsaexca opncHxnpoBaHHoe 
na jiaHflinacjjx HanpaBJíeuMe, noAuepKMBaMmee ero .nnnaMMUHOCXb n nepeMCHUMBOCxb. 
Paubme (b 19 bckc) 3xo HanpaBJíeHne nasbiBajiocb jiaHumacJjxHaa ctmanojiorna m anmb 
BO Bxopoň noaoBMHC naiuero BCKa nojiyunjio HasBaune aaH.ztma4ixHafl SKoaorMa (no
K. Tpojury c 1939 r.) KaK .mmaMMuecKnň m.im cjiyHKíiMOHaJibHbíň noflxou.

3K3aKXM3aĽiMa mcxouob b reorpacJiMM, BHeflpaeiviaa BCJiencxene pasBMXMa hobmx nayu- 
Hbix oxpacjieň b nepnofl HayuHO-xexHMuecKoro nporpecca, x. e. nocjie 1950 r., npn 
MsyMCHMn jiaH.!;ma(j3Ta cnocoôcxBOBajia noBbimeHMio pojín MCcacflOBaHna npopeccoB n nx 
noflbixojKHBaHMa. 3xa npoÔJicMaxMKa cxaiia osnauaxbca ksk jianumacJixHaa SKOJiorna. 
B pesyjibxaxe paapaôoxKw cncxcMHoro noflxoua k jiannuia^ixy, a xaKace b pesyjibxaxe 
MsyueHMH ÄMHaMMKM jiaHflmacJixa n oxHomenMM MeJioBeK-jiaHniuacjix, 3XO HanpaBJíeuMe 
cxajio KJuoueBbiM opyuneivi nnn pemenna ftpoôacM cpenbi ksk MHxepflnciiMnaMHapHOM 
npoóaeMbi. 3xo cnocoôcxBOBaao xoiviy, uxo nayuHbie oxpacjiM, saHMMaiomMeca cpe^oň, 
x. e. Hapafly c reorpacjDMeň npeMMymecxBCHHO ÔMOnorna, SKonorna n npMKaaflHbie 
MCcacflOBaHMa, cxaan npMHMiwaxb aanflinaiJixHyK) sKonornio KaK nenxo hoboc, uo cmx 
nop ne oSnapyiKennoe. npoHMKHOBCHMio aanflmacjiXHOM SKoaorMn b pasHbie oxpacan 
cnocoôcxBOsaao xaKiKC ee nasBanMe, OKaswBaiomeeca npMeiviaeMbiM naa mnpoKoro 
Kpyra cneipiaaiicxoB. JlaH.iiiuaiJ)XHaa sKoaorna, xaKHM oSpasoM, noayunaa flBa acncKxa: 
c nosMiiMM reorpacJiMM ona cxaaa cunxaxbca KaK cnepMcJiHuecKoe MccaeflOBaxeabCKoe 
HanpaBacHMe, opneHxwpyiomeeca na npopeccbi b aanflmacjixe c peiibio co3flaHMa papno- 
HaabHoň npocxpaHcxBCHHoň opraHnaapnn jiaHpuiacjixa m c nosnpnň npnKJiaflHHx nccae- 
flOBaHMÍi ona cxaaa cunxaxbca KaK MHxepflMcpnnanHapHaa nporpaMMa, b Koxopoň 
Moryx npwHMMaxb ynacxne pasHOOÓpasnbie oxpacjín, sannMaiouiMeca cpefloň.
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